Abstract. This paper considers arbitrary-length chosen-ciphertext secure asymmetric encryption, thus addressing what is actually needed for a practical usage of strong public-key cryptography in the real world. We put forward two generic constructions, gem-1 and gem-2, which apply to explicit fixed-length weakly secure primitives and provide a strongly secure (IND-CCA2) public-key encryption scheme for messages of unfixed length (typically computer files). Our techniques optimally combine a single call to any one-way trapdoor function with repeated encryptions through some weak block-cipher (a simple xor is fine) and hash functions of fixed-length input so that a minimal number of calls to these functions is needed. Our encryption/decryption throughputs are comparable to the ones of standard methods (asymmetric encryption of a session key + symmetric encryption with multiple modes). In our case, however, we formally prove that our designs are secure in the strongest sense and provide complete security reductions holding in the random oracle model.
Introduction
A real-life usage of public-key encryption requires three distinct ideal properties. Security is a major concern: a cryptosystem should be secure against any attack of any kind, should the attack be realistic in the context of use or only theoretical. Performance has to be risen to upmost levels to guarantee high speed encryption and decryption rates in communication protocols and real time applications. At last, design simplicity is desirable to save time and efforts in software or
The full paper is available at <http://eprint.iacr.org/2002/011/>. hardware developments, increase modularity and reusability, and facilitate public understanding and scrutiny.
Designing an encryption scheme which meets these criteria is quite a challenging work, but methodologies and tools exist, at least for the first property. Our knowledge of security features inherent to cryptographic objects and of the relations connecting them has intensively evolved lately, driving us to a growing range of powerful generic constructions, both simple and provably secure [FO99a, FO99b, Poi00, OP01b] . Among these constructions, Okamoto and Pointcheval's react [OP01b] is certainly the one that offers most flexibility: unlike Bellare and Rogaway's long-lived oaep [BR95] , react applies to any trapdoor function, i.e. any asymmetric encryption scheme presenting such a weak level of security as being OW-PCA (see further), to provide a cryptosystem of strongest level in the random oracle model.
Our results
This paper considers arbitrary-length chosen-ciphertext secure (IND-CCA2) asymmetric encryption schemes, thus addressing what is actually needed for a practical usage of strong public-key cryptography in the real world. We propose two generic constructions which apply to fixed-length weakly secure primitives and provide a strongly secure public-key cryptosystem for messages of unfixed length, such as computers files or communication streams. In our schemes, the encryption and decryption processes may start and progress without even knowing the overall input blocklength; they also may stop at any time. Besides, our designs are one-pass only, meaning that each message block will be treated exactly once.
Our techniques combine a single call to any one-way trapdoor function with repeated encryptions through some weak block-cipher (a simple xor will do) and hash functions of fixed-length input. Contrarily to previous generic conversions, each message block will require only one call to a hash function so that the overall execution cost for an n-block plaintext is exactly 1 call to the one-way trapdoor encryption, followed by n calls to the block-cipher and n + 1 (or n + 2) calls to a hash function 4 . Besides, the storage of the whole plaintext file in memory is completely unnecessary and encryption/decryption procedures use a memory buffer of only ∼ 3 blocks, thus allowing on-the-fly treatments of communication streams. We believe that our schemes are the first that combine these practical properties simultaneously while keeping total genericity.
The first construction applies to any OW-PCA probabilistic trapdoor function and incorporates two extra fields of fixed length in the ciphertext, one at each end. The second construction we give only works for deterministic OW trapdoor functions but adds only one extra field at the end of the ciphertext. Our performances are similar to the ones of standard methods, which usually encrypt some random session key under an asymmetric scheme and then feed that key into some block-cipher running under an appropriate multiple mode. In our case, however, we can formally prove that our designs are secure in the strongest sense IND-CCA2. Indeed, we provide complete security reductions holding in the random oracle model.
Outline of the paper
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly recalls security notions for encryption schemes in both symmetric and asymmetric settings. We also review Okamoto and Pointcheval's plaintext checking attacks in connection with computational gap problems [OP01a] . Then, Sections 3.1 and 3.2 introduce our new generic conversions, gem-1 and gem-2, whose reduction proofs are given in the extended version of this paper [CHJ + 01]. Furthermore, typical examples of practical usage of these systems are given in Section 4. We conclude by giving some possible extensions of our work in Section 5.
Security notions for encryption schemes

Asymmetric encryption
We now introduce a few standard notations. An asymmetric encryption scheme is a triple of algorithms (K, E, D) where -K is a probabilistic key generation algorithm which returns random pairs of secret and public keys (sk , pk ) depending on the security parameter κ, -E is a probabilistic encryption algorithm which takes on input a public key pk and a plaintext m ∈ M, runs on a random tape u ∈ U and returns a ciphertext c, -D is a deterministic decryption algorithm which takes on input a secret key sk , a ciphertext c and returns the corresponding plaintext m or the symbol ⊥. We require that if (sk , pk
Adversarial goals.
One-wayness. The first secrecy notion required from an encryption scheme is its one-wayness, meaning that one should not be able to recover a plaintext given its encryption. More formally, the scheme is said to be (τ, ε)-OW if for any adversary A with running time bounded by τ , the probability that A inverts E is less than ε:
where the probability is taken over the random choices of the adversary.
Semantic security. Formalizing another security criterion that an encryption scheme should verify beyond one-wayness, Goldwasser and Micali [GM84] introduced the notion of semantic security. Also called indistinguishability of encryptions (or IND for short), this property captures the idea that an adversary should not be able to learn any information whatsoever about a plaintext, its length excepted, given its encryption. More formally, an asymmetric encryption scheme is said to be (τ, ε)-IND if for any adversary A = (A 1 , A 2 ) with running time upper-bounded by τ ,
where the probability is taken over the random choices of A. The two plaintexts m 0 and m 1 chosen by the adversary in M have to be of identical length.
Non-malleability. The property of non-malleability (NM), independently proposed by Dolev, Dwork and Naor [DDN00] , supposes that, given the encryption of a plaintext m, the attacker cannot produce the encryption of a related plaintext m . Here, rather than learning some information about m, the adversary will try to output the encryption of m . These two properties are related in the sense that non-malleability implies semantic security for any adversarial model, as pointed out in [DDN00] and [BDPR99] .
Adversarial models. On the other hand, there exist several types of adversaries, or attack models. In a chosen-plaintext attack (CPA), the adversary has access to an encryption oracle, hence to the encryption of any plaintext she wants. Clearly, in the public-key setting, this scenario cannot be avoided. Naor and Yung [NY90] considered non-adaptive chosen-ciphertext attacks (CCA1) (also known as lunchtime or midnight attacks), wherein the adversary gets, in addition, access to a decryption oracle before being given the challenge ciphertext. Finally, Rackoff and Simon [RS92] defined adaptive chosen-ciphertext attacks (CCA2) as a scenario in which the adversary queries the decryption oracle before and after being challenged; her only restriction here is that she may not feed the oracle with the challenge ciphertext itself. This is the strongest known attack scenario.
Various security levels are then defined by pairing each goal (OW, IND or NM) with an attack model (CPA, CCA1 or CCA2), these two characteristics being considered separately. Interestingly, it has been shown that IND-CCA2 and NM-CCA2 were strictly equivalent notions [BDPR99] . This level is now considered as standard and referred to as IND-CCA2 security or chosen-ciphertext security. The security of a cryptosystem is thus measured as the ability to resist an adversarial goal in a given adversarial model. Whenever possible, the scheme is proven IND-CCA2 secure by exhibiting a polynomial reduction: if some adversary can break the IND-CCA2 security of the system, then the same adversary can be invoked (polynomially many times) to solve some related hard problem.
Symmetric encryption schemes
A symmetric encryption scheme with key bit-length k and message bit-length m is a pair of algorithms (E, D) where -E is a deterministic encryption algorithm which takes a key k ∈ {0, 1} k and a plaintext m ∈ {0, 1} m and returns a ciphertext c ∈ {0, 1} m , -D is a deterministic decryption algorithm which takes a key k ∈ {0, 1} k and a ciphertext c ∈ {0, 1} m and returns a plaintext m ∈ {0, 1} m . We require that
In this setting, again, various security notions are defined; most are adaptations from the asymmetric notions. In this work, however, we only need to define indistinguishability. A symmetric encryption scheme is said (τ, ε)-IND if for any adversary A = (A 1 , A 2 ) with running time bounded by τ ,
where the probability is also taken over the random choices of A. Both plaintexts m 0 and m 1 are chosen by the adversary in {0, 1} k . Although other attack scenarios may be considered, passive attacks are enough for our purposes. Note that this notion is a very weak requirement. Note also that the one-time pad encryption is perfectly indistinguishable, i.e. , it is (τ, 0)-IND for any τ .
Plaintext-checking security
Okamoto and Pointcheval recently introduced an intermediate adversarial model called plaintext checking attacks [OP01b] . In this model, the adversary has access to a plaintext-checking oracle O pca which detects plaintext-ciphertext correspondences: the oracle takes as input a pair (m, c) and tells whether c encrypts m or not. Clearly, this oracle remains weaker than a decryption oracle because it is generally easier to check the solution of a problem (scheme inversion here) than to compute it. Obviously in the case of a deterministic encryption scheme, PCA and CPA are strictly equivalent attack scenarios. More specifically, any trapdoor permutation is OW-PCA if and only if it is OW (e.g., RSA).
From a complexity viewpoint, breaking a scheme's OW-PCA-security exactly consists in breaking its OW-security (i.e. its one-wayness) with the help of an oracle solving a weaker problem. That kind of problems, i.e. solving P 1 with access to O P 2 and P 2 ⇐ P 1 , are called gap problems [OP01a] and define some notion of complexity distance between problems in a hierarchy.
A typical example is ElGamal encryption, for which breaking OW is equivalent to CDH and having access to O pca allows to solve DDH trivially (and conversely). OW-PCA-security is in this case equivalent to the gap problem separating CDH from DDH, which is called Gap Diffie-Hellman Problem and noted GDH (see [OP01a] for insights).
Generic conversions
In [BR95], Bellare and Rogaway proposed oaep, a specific hash-based treatment applicable to any partial-domain [Sho01, FOPS01] one-way trapdoor permutation to provide an IND-CCA2 secure encryption scheme in the random oracle model [BR93] . Later, Fujisaki and Okamoto [FO99a] presented a way to transform, still in the random oracle model, any IND-PCA trapdoor function into an IND-CCA2 encryption scheme. They improved their results in [FO99b] where they gave a generic method to convert a one-way trapdoor function into an IND-CCA2 secure encryption scheme in the random oracle model 5 . A similar result was independently discovered by Pointcheval [Poi00] . More recently, Okamoto and Pointcheval [OP01b] proposed a more efficient generic conversion, called react. Contrarily to [FO99a, FO99b, Poi00] , a complete re-encryption is unnecessary in the decryption process of react to ensure IND-CCA2 security, thus yielding a low running time overhead. Besides, react applies to any trapdoor function i.e. any asymmetric encryption scheme presenting such a weak level of security as being OW-PCA. Until now, however, no generic conversion has been explicitly defined 6 to encrypt messages of variable length based on fixed-length functions. The next section describes our arbitrary-length generic conversions.
Arbitrary-length IND-CCA2 encryption
The most popular and usual way of ensuring confidentiality of unfixed-length messages consists in public-key encrypting a random session key and then encrypting the message under that session key by the means of a block-cipher used within a suitable encryption mode. This approach has never been shown secure; in particular, the use of an IND-CCA2 asymmetric scheme to encrypt the session key is obviously insufficient to ensure any security whatsoever about the whole construction.
In comparison, our conversions are based on the same primitives, i.e. some asymmetric scheme E pk and some symmetric scheme E k . But we additionally use hash functions to make the session key evolve permanently as the encryption progresses. Our important result here is that the two cryptosystems we propose are IND-CCA2-secure provided that E pk is OW-PCA or OW and E k is indistinguishable. Independently, they provide different security/performance tradeoffs that we analyze in section 4.
Relying on a OW-PCA trapdoor function: GEM-1
Our first construction E 1 pk applies to any OW-PCA probabilistic trapdoor function E pk and incorporates two extra fields of fixed length in the ciphertext, one at each end. To make the security proof easier, we will assume that the message blocklength is upper-bounded by some very large number n max which value is discussed in section 4. The encryption and decryption procedures are as depicted below.
where We claim that for any OW-PCA asymmetric encryption E pk and any IND-secure symmetric encryption scheme E k , our converted scheme 
with a total number of calls to
Here, a denotes the number of all possible values of a (hence k = 2 k ).
We refer the reader to the (extensive) reduction proof given in the extended version of this work [CHJ + 01].
Relying on a OW trapdoor function: GEM-2
Our second construction E 2 pk only works with a deterministic OW trapdoor function E pk (such as RSA) but adds only one extra field at the end of the ciphertext. Here again, we will assume that the message blocklength is upper-bounded by some large number n max . The encryption and decryption procedures follow.
where
We claim that for any OW asymmetric encryption E pk and any IND-secure symmetric encryption scheme E k , the converted scheme E 
where τ E denotes the maximum time needed by E pk for a single encryption.
Again, the reader is invited to find the reduction proof in [CHJ + 01] for technical details.
Applications
Numerous applications are possible when embodying E pk and E k . Due to lack of space, we will only consider the typical case E pk = RSA and E k = ⊕ (for which ν = 0). The instantiations of random oracles F, H i , H and G i in one scheme or another by hash functions can be done by setting for instance H i (·) = SHA(· i) where the counter i ∈ 1, n max is incremented at each block treatment. Special values of i such as 0 or −1 may be used to implement F and H. For concrete security parameters, we suggest to use 1024-bit RSA keys with public exponent e = F 4 = 2 16 + 1. We set for instance log 2 t 2 = m = k = 160 (hash functions F, H i being derived from SHA-1 using a counter i ∈ 1, n max like described above), w = 2 160 and n max = 2 32 . Assuming that the probability ε to invert RSA lies around ε = 2 −60 , then an attaquer could distinguish
50 decryptions with advantage no more than ε = 2 −58 . From an implementation viewpoint, note that as soon as the RSA encryption has been done, the encryption procedure may directly output ciphertexts blocks one after the other without having to wait that all blocks are encrypted to transmit them all together. This allows on-the-fly encryption of communication streams. Three-tuples (w, y, k 1 ) may also be computed in advance to let the encryption device or software deal with hash computations only. The suggested setting allows to replace oracles H 2 , . . . , H n , F by the compression function (512 → 160) of SHA-1, driving us to n + 3 calls to this function since the input of H 1 is made of three 512-bit blocks. Another benefit of our construction is that it requires only a small memory buffer (one field for the storage of w, one for the current key k i and a third one for m i ). Finally, hardware implementations providing some hash coprocessor may drastically increase our speed rates. For concrete security bounds, the same suggestions as previously lead to a maximal advantage of ε = 2 −58 if we take log 2 s = log 2 r = 512, q F = q G = 2 50 and n max = 2 32 . Here again, any smart implementation allows on-the-fly encryption. The memory requirements are similar to the one of E 1 pk . Here too, a coprocessor devoted to hash computations would increase speed rates.
E
Conclusion
We devised new generic constructions which apply to fixed-length weakly secure primitives and provide a strongly secure (IND-CCA2) public-key encryption scheme for messages of unfixed length like computer files or communications streams. An open question resides in investigating whether simpler and/or faster designs could exist, or whether the security requirements on the primitives could be shrunk further. Another challenging topic would be to come up with a construction holding only one additional field in the ciphertext but still employing a probabilistic encryption E pk as in E 1 pk . Finally, one could try to include a signature scheme in the encryption process to simultaneously authenticate the sender's identity, the plaintext and the ciphertext itself. Such an extension would ideally lead to fast and secure (according to one-more decryption attacks) signcryption schemes for arbitrary-length messages.
